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Is the iphone 8 waterproof reddit

You want to take your iPhone 8 to the beach, but you're worried about getting wet. Like the iPhone 7 before that, your iPhone 8 is waterproof, but is it completely waterproof? In this article, I will answer the following question: Is the iPhone 8 waterproof or waterproof? It helps you interpret the IP rating for the iPhone 8. Is
the iPhone 8 waterproof or waterproof? The iPhone 8 is waterproof when submerged in water up to approximately 3 feet (one meter) in depth. The iPhone 8 received an IP rating of IP67, which means it received the highest level of dust resistance (6) and the third highest level of water resistance (7). Water resistance is
classified on a scale of 0-9. Most smartphones among the highest line today have IP68 entry protection ratings, meaning they're completely dust resistant and water resistant at depths greater than one meter. The highest degree of durability the cell phone can currently get is IP69K, which means it still works after it
comes in connection with high-pressure liquid currents. Is liquid damage covered by my iPhone 8 protection plan? Although the iPhone 8 is waterproof, liquid damage is not covered by your iPhone warranty. So, before the iPhone 8 party trick appears waterproof, think about the long-term consequences! What to do if
your iPhone 8 gets wet if your iPhone 8 got wet and you're a little nervous of liquid damage, gently wipe it off with a microfiber cloth and put in it a sealed bag with tazamaterial. But please, whatever you do, do not put your waterproof iPhone 8 in a bag of rice! Rice can stumble into the ports of your iPhone 8, which can
cause a lot of damage to the internal components of your iPhone. Enjoy the iPhone 8! I hope this article has helped you understand whether the iPhone 8 is waterproof or waterproof. If so, be sure to share it on social media with your friends and family! Thanks for reading and feel free to leave a comment down below if
you have any other questions about your iPhone 8! You have dropped an expensive iPhone in a swimming pool, lake, or (yecch) toilet. Are you going to make it? Most likely, although the answer depends on how long the immersion took, and the depth of this immersion. Most mobile phones are classified as water
resistant (able to resist but do not fully carry water penetration), and not waterproof (waterproof). This is a matter of marketing and legal terminology more than anything. If you drop your phone in the water and it conks out as a result, the manufacturer does not want to be on the hook for damages or need to deliver you a
free replacement. If you have a brand new iPhone not to go on Fritz because of water damage, you will have to pony up for a new one. (Unless you have taken an accidental damage insurance policy.) Mobile phones and other devices designed to be waterproof as well as dust receiving a rating from a group known as
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The classification comes in the form of two IP characters (short for entry protection) followed by a two-digit number. The first number determines the level of protection from dust, dirt and sand. The second figure refers to the level of water protection. Last year's iPhone 7 and iPhone 8



families this year plus apple's next-generation iPhone X all carry IP67 ratings. Let's go through what that means. Number 1, 6, means that these phones are dust-proof - it's the highest rating the device can get in this category. But the second number, 7, is two steps from the top water-related rating of 9K. Not that 7 is
bad. On the contrary, a classification of 7 technically indicates that water entry in harmful quantities is not possible when the can is submerged in water under specific conditions of pressure and time (up to 1m of immersion) according to the Independent Electoral Commission. In plain language, this means that the device
that has been rated 7 should be able to withstand immersion in water up to 1 meter, or 3.28 feet, for up to 30 minutes. So if your iPhone stays above 3 feet and you're fishing from a drink (or toilet) within half an hour or less, you should be fine. Any deeper or longer you gamble. Apple's support page describes the iPhone
7 line and dust and water resistance as such: the iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus are spray, water and dust resistant and tested under controlled laboratory conditions with IP67 rating under IEC 60529. Splash resistance, water and dust are not permanent conditions, and resistance may decrease as a result of normal
corrosion. The warranty does not cover liquid damage. Note that the line around device resistance decreases over time, something you should keep in mind if you plan to avoid the immersion threshold frequently. The page also explains how to avoid the moisture of the iPhone 7. Don't swim or bathe with your iPhone.
Don't take with you your iPhone if you're bathing, surfing, water skiing, surfing, or water skiing. Do not use in the sauna or steam room. And don't deliberately dip it in water, another tip that's not on apple's support page. Check out your pants pockets or laundry basket before shooting up the washer to make sure there is
no iPhone in the mix. I can talk to this one of the personal experience: I had to buy my wife a new iPhone after accidentally putting her in a washing machine for an unintended rinse and spin. What can you do if your iPhone takes a soak, then refuses power on? Apple advises that if any liquid hits the phone, wipe it with a
soft lint-free cloth. Also make sure that the phone is dry before opening the SIM drawer (something you don't normally do unless you need to replace or switch a SIM card). To dry your phone and remove excess liquids, gently press it against your hand with lightning (Connector at the bottom of the phone) facing down.
You may be able to speed up the drying process by directing the fan blowing cold air into the lightning conductor. Do not try to dry your iPhone using a hot source, or insert a cotton swab or paper towel into the Lightning connector. Also, make sure you don't connect any cables into your wet iPhone. Don't accuse her.
Resist the urge to power until we see if it doesn't work. After you think the phone has dried up enough, wait five hours before trying to charge it or turn it on. Here's another tip if you want to remove moisture from your phone's inaccessible bowels. You need a drying agent, the most easy type for most people is raw,
uncooked rice. Place your iPhone in a container of uncooked rice that is large enough for grains to cover the entire phone. Leave it there for a day or two so the rice can tempt most of the inner moisture. Then pull it and give the power button to go. If you are all butterfingers with your iPhone when it is in the bathroom or
near the pool, there is another option: waterproof case. Such attachments add more bulk to the iPhone than normal cases, but they provide the best protection against your phone with deep immersion, risk and possibly expensive. For security, we sent an email confirmation to the address you entered. Click on the link to
confirm your subscription and start receiving our newsletters. If you don't get confirmation within 10 minutes, please check your spam folder. Contact us on letters@time.com. Most of Apple's newer iPhones are water resistant, but some have different IP ratings. In this guide, we'll show you an IP rating for all Apple
iPhones... iPhone IP Rating List: Compare all models what does ip rating mean? IP stands to protect Ingress and covers water, dust and spray resistance. In order to get the phone an IP rating, it must pass a battery of tests. Once you do this, it will be given an IP rating and a corresponding number indicating its level of
protection. You have IP66, IP67 and IP68 for example when it comes to phones. There is a noticeable difference between these ratings, so knowing what covers each IP label is worthwhile, so you don't want to guess and then you end up breaking your iPhone. The number after IP - 66, 67, or 68 - indicates the level of
protection your phone will have. Below is a list of all current reviews and what they mean through the enclosure company. The IP65-IP enclosure is classified as narrow dust and protected against the water expected from the nozzle. The IP66-IP enclosure is classified as narrow dust and protected against heavy seas or
powerful aircraft of water. IP 67-IP containers classified as tight dust and protected against immersion. For 30 minutes at depths of 150mm - 1000mm IP 68 refills - IP rated as Narrow and protected against full and continuous immersion in water. IP67 vs IP68: What's the difference? The most common IP rating used on
phones (and iPhone) is either IP67 or IP68. With IP67, your phone is protected from dust and stains and can survive in immersion in up to 1 meter of water for up to 15 minutes. With IP68, you can get everything you get with IP68, but the phone will be able to survive in submerged water for up to 30 minutes. In this
regard, IP68 is a superior rating. It will ensure that your iPhone is the best protection of items. Splash, water and dust resistance until the most basic IP rating will protect your phone from dust and stains. IPhone has had basic IP ratings for years - mostly to protect dust. With dust protection, the IP rating tells you that dust
cannot enter the device and interfere with its components. IP ratings are important with phones because they have a lot of complex circuits and specifications within them. Dust doesn't mix well with things like CPU modems, so for this reason, IP ratings have been the norm in the mobile phone market for decades.
Waterproof phones and iPhone are a newer trend. Until the release of the iPhone 7, Apple's iPhone did not carry any waterproofing. A splash of water can survive, but any immersion in water for long periods of time is almost certainly a broken phone. Apple's newer phones - from even iPhone X - feature either IP67 or
IP68. For example, the iPhone XR has an IP67 rating, while Apple's iPhone 11 and iPhone 12 have an IP68 rating, which means they can survive continuous immersion in water for long periods of time, saving the phone no more than six meters underwater. Do you cover water damage by warranty? When you buy an
iPhone, you agree to a handful of T&amp;C. Within those terms and conditions, details will be about your iPhone warranty. Apples are usually good with their warranties. But, unfortunately, water damage is not covered in apple's iPhone warranty. Splash, water, dust resistance are not permanent conditions and
resistance may decrease as a result of normal corrosion. Liquid damage is not covered under warranty – Apple and why? Simple: Apple knows its waterproofing, despite its IP67 or IP68 rating, does not reach the task. I know this because my iPhone XS Max broke after being exposed to very little water – FACE ID was
destroyed and the phone became a merc pain to use. Not covering water damage in its guarantee ensures Apple should not give you a new iPhone, your current model should get wet and not live up to Apple's waterproofing claims (which it doesn't really). Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Reddit Mix WhatsApp Flipboard
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